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We all have our share of skeletons in the closet. 
One of mine has been lurking there since the spring of 
1957 when I was a college senior. My roommate and I, 
both young journalists, had been lined up to do the 
interviewing for the first local newscast in color on 
WTMJ in Milwaukee. The reason we were there was because 
the program was to feature a highly controversial alum~us 
of our university, the late Joseph McCarthy, and a couple 
of students were doubtless seen by the Wisconsin senator 
as less menacing than the press regulars then hounding 
him. Although he was by that time in the twilight of his 
starcrossed career, he remained boozy and boisterous. 
The skeleton which was created that memorable evening was 
a photograph of the participants taken by the station to 

ark the historic occasion of producing a local program 
_n color. And there I was for all the world to see, the 
sen~t~r/~ hairy paws d~aped over my shoulder conveying a 
f amlllarity that belled my seething revulsion for 
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everything the man stood f or. Thus captured in his 
c l utch, a terrifying thought numbed me: What if some day 
I should become famous a nd this picture should be 
unearthed? From his grave t he ghost of Tail Gunner Joe 
would surely sea l y guilt by association. After all, 
pictures don't lie. 

Alas fame never came and, besides, the McCarthy 
family ha~ never to thi s day allowed the university to 
unseal the papers h e bequeathed to his alma. mater, 
p r esumably inc luding The Photograph. But recall1ng the 
incident does s uggest that the more things change the 
more they rema in the same. For just as an ideological 
litmus test c ould brand someone for life in that dark era 
of McCarthyis in the 1950s, a different sort of 
ideological virus can mark a victim on the supposedly 
enlightened college campus of today with no less deadly 
effect. Th e price of being politically incorrect runs 
high these days. 

The t el lta l e s i gns abound. Someone counted no fewer 
than 130 universities whi ch have issued codes barring 
discussion of dozens of sensitive topics under the 
rubrics of r acism, sexism, classism, ageism, 
ethnocentrism, heterosexism, ableism, lookism and other 
biases deemed i njurious. You won't find some of those 
terms i n your desk dictionary. But if you were at Smith 
College, for instance, you would learn that lookism is 
defined a s "the belief that appearance is an indicator of 
a person' s value" and that ableism is the "oppression of 
the d ifferently abled by the temporarily able." 

As a result, at the University of Michigan the 
thought police have processed nearly 150 complaints under 
a university policy that prohibits "any behavior, verbal 
or physical, that stigmatizes or victimizes an individual 
on the basis of race, ethnicity, religion, nation.9-l 
origin, sex, sexual orientation, creed, ancestry, age, 
marital status, handicap or Vietnam-era veteran status." 
One offender was a student who read in class a limerick 
that joked about the homosexuality of a famous athlete. 
He was required to attend gay-sensitivity sessions and 
publish in The Michigan Daily a self-criticism under the 
heading, "Learned My Lesson." Ah, how happy Robespierre 
and the committee of Public Safety would be. 

At the University of Pennsylvania, a stUdent member 
of a "diversity education committee" wrote of her "deep 
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regard for the individual and my desire to protect the 
freedoms of all members of society." She was reprimanded 
by an administrator who underlined the word "individual" 
in her paper and wrote in a memo that the phrase was 
considered "racist." You think I jest. 

During halftime of last fall's stanford-Oregon 
football game, stanford's fun-loving band mocked oregon's 
environmental campaign to save the spotted owl. Aghast 
at this departure from politically correct marching 
formations, the Stanford administration punished the 
unorthodox bandsmen by banning their performance at the 
next game-

At the university of Washington, a business major, 
one Peter Schaub, enrolled in a course, "Introduction to 
women's studies." After enduring several lectures on the 
virtues of masturbation and the perceived trouble with 
the nuclear family being "dysfunctional," he finally 
demanded proof when the feminist professor argued that 
lesbians made the best parents . "Why are you challenging 
me?" she asked and thereupon summoned the campus police 
who barred young Mr. Schaub from attending any more 
classes. 

The University of Connecticut banished a coed from 
university dormitories and cafeterias after she posted a 
sign on her dorm door listing "homos" as among those who 
would be "shot on sight" for entering her room. 

All across the nation's campuses, the silly season 
has been in full bloom. In another place and time much 
of this would likely be chalked up as the kids and'their 
~inders overreacting, just the way they always seem to do 
l.n the campus cauldron. But there is evidence to suggest 
that this time around a deeper malady may be present. 
Faculties, you see, are also fair game for the PC thouqht 
police. 

At the University of Missouri, for instance, an 
emeritus professor, Frederick Speigel, criticized an 
opinion by the former justice Thurgood Marshall in a 
political science lecture. A black student demanded to 
know why Speigel failed to criti cize a white justice. 
The student then filed a formal complaint with the vice 
provost for university affairs, who subsequently informed 
Professor Speigel that the university no longer needed 
his services. 
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At Harvard, celebrated professors, stephan 
Thernstrom and BBailyn, decided to drop a course, 
"Peopling of Amer o bich they co-taught, after two 
students accused of "racial insensitivity." 
Bailyn's offense rea ing f rom the diary of a Southern 
planter without qi· equal time to the recollections of 
a slave. Therns , considered one of the preeminent 
scholars on t he ~............ f race relations in America, was 
denounced as a rae or assigning a book in which the 
question of aff ' action as preferential treatment 
was argued. 

Reynolds Par 
at the Univers i 
had taught for 
insensi ti vi ty f 
himself as a p ' 

eading scholar on race relations 
~.~~· gan, also dropped a course he 

~~,~~~ after he was accused of racial 
Malcolm X's description of 

i ef. 

At Hamps ' re Jeff Wallen was denied 
reappointment as ~Gc .... u.er o f European literature because 
he failed, of his politically correct 
colleagues, an adequate Third World 
perspective. teacher of Latin American 
literature, who Panamanian, was also denied 
reappointment for ird World sensibility because 
he cited European of Latin writers. 

Welcome to 
the censor lurks , 
speech had better 
"inappropriate y 
is also subject 

of political correctness, where 
ebate is circumscribed and where 
rrect. And watch out, too, for 

l aughter," which in one place 
:t"""' ......... ~= ......... ent . 

Nobody quite for sure how the term "political 
correctness" enter< 0 to the contemporary lexicon. It 
has evolved, ho e er •. to a description of the attitudes 
that are being ed in what is tantamount to a 
revolution unfo across college campuses and in other 
sensitive cultura 0 tposts . As this sampling of 
happenings at co eges and universities makes clear, a 
new canon is be ' created, a canon which demands a 
higher degree of sens 0 ti vi ty to those def ined by the 
canon writers as be ' oppressed. Contrary views are not 
tolerated and every ifference of opinion is somehow 
politicized. 0 ess a critic than Eugene Genovese, the 
Marxist scholar, as ented that many professors and 
stUdents today Bare fac ' a ew KcCarthyism in some ways 
more effective an an the o l d." 
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Despite the egregious violations of free speech and 
due process that many of these examples represent, it is 
fashionable, especially among college administrators, to 
downplay the PC issue. In a recent survey, only 3% of 
the college presidents polled found any cause for First 
Amendment alarm. Healthy campuses always seethe with 
unrest, they explained, and the current stresses are not 
much different in essence than pressures of the past when 
ideas collide. wrote the president of a distinguished 
liberal arts college in Indiana recently: "Now that 
communism is no longer a threat to our American 
lifestyle, a new substitute has emerged. Political 
correctness seems to be filling the void as the menace we 
can all love to hate." Derek Bok told a group of Harvard 
visitors this spring that he was confident the PC fad 
would soon fade. All up and down the line there are 
broad hints by the academic elite that it's really 
conservative trouble makers who are trying to stir the PC 
pot. These critics, they claim, are often inadequately 
attuned to the poisonous prejudices gnawing at our 
hetereogeneous society. 

Responsible people everywhere, of course, deplore 
the injustices visited upon members of racial minorities, 
especially blacks in America, and there is widespread 
sympathy for efforts to redress past grievances. 
Similarly, they acknowledge that other forms of 
prejudice, notably anti-semitism, stain the record of 
humankind. In the same vein, there is growing awareness 
that attitudes of the past have led to women being denied 
equal opportunity in many fields . It is not as if the 
high priests and priestesses of the PC realm somehow have 
gained insight that has eluded the great unwashed. 

More than one observer has noted the fascinating 
connective tissue between the Sixties and today's 
academy. Back then, in the days of protest and student 
rebellion, the marchers and burners sought to overthrow 
the old order by seeking to explain social evils through 
the prisms of race, gender and class. All reality was 
somehow framed in this highly politicized dimension. 
Fast forward, then, to the 1990s when, a quarter century 
later, the student radicals of yesteryear increasingly 
occupy positions of importance on college faculties and 
in academic governing bodies. Their gaze stays fixed and 
their agenda remains largely unchanged. They are known 
by some as the Left Eclectics and their fine hand can be 
seen writing the canons of political correctness. 
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In the process, the very nature of the academy is 
being changed. Wben I was an undergraduate, my 
university was celebrating an anniversary and picked as 
its theme for the celebration "The Pursuit of Truth to 
Make Men Free." Ho quaint in today's relativist culture 
to speak of truth. indeed how sexist to speak of 
making men free. ada the operative expressions are 
diversity and mu t · turalism. Under their banner 
academic policy ar es. The issues of gender, race, 
class and sexual preference loom as sentinels for an 
ideology whose apparen task i s to attack, to discredit 

~~~s~o ~~sm:~tl~a~he f er q~: W~~;:~~s~~~~li~~ti~f~h:; 
education. When H e College's Jeff Wallen was 
asked of his suppos e, he replied: "I failed to 
teach that the sto estern Civilization is the 
history of imper ia racism and oppression." The 
radical students ' at Stanford University a few 
years back -- "Hey, 0 ho , Western Culture has got 
to go" -- has beec arching order on scores of 
campuses across the try . The Great Books of the 
western World are . . sed as the works of white male 
oppressors. If are deemed worth reading, 
multiculturalism d at they be balanced by authors 
of another sex , er culture, another sexual 
orientation. What ay have to say becomes of 
secondary importance e the political categories are 
what is paramount . 

This crazy obsessio came full circle this year at 
Georgetown University, ere a professor has inaugurated 
a course deal ing exc usively with what were once 
considered, back in e dark ages, the great writers of 
American fiction: Mar ain, Nathaniel Hawthorn, Herman 
Melville and the rest. But the course is titled "White 
Male writers." The authors are studied not because of 
their masterfu l s tory-telling abilities or their d~ep 
insights into the h an condition but because they are, 
in the professor 's words, "white men defined by their 
race and gender. " 

Meanwhile, up at the University of Notre Dame, in 
what is becoming a typical curriculum approach on scores 
of campuses honors students this fall were introduced to 
a survey of ' Western Civilization this way: "~h~S.cou~se 
asks students what it means to study Western Cl.vl.ll.zatl.on 
in the last decade of the 20th Century in America. The 
course will ask hoW technologies of power, especially 
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technologies of gender, constituted identities and 
, l' d exclusion in the civilizations processes of 1nc US10n an 

we count as western." 

A d at stanford, where the debate was first joined, 
n for freshmen __ make that first-year p~ople :

a course 1 d by an obligatory orientat10n 1n 
was rep ace d nd Values 
multiculturalism titled "culture, I eas a f 
(CIV) " The earlier offering, a year-long survey 0 
classic writings from ancient tim~s,to the presen~t was 

't exist explol tl ve. To study 1 was 
denounced as ra';:lS , s, ' A' t tle to Shakespeare 
to be Eurocentr1c. Wr1ters from r1S 0 , ' 

d ' 'ssed as "white males" and to class1fy the1r 
were 1sm1 t t " recently 
writings as "great works" was to resor, 0, a 
, t d fiction" whose purpose was to ]ust1fy t~e West 
~~v:~s eglobal conflicts and in its internal "relat1ons of 
power between classes, races and persons (male, and 
female)." so, in the new course, students are ass1gned 
a different kind of text such as I" Rigobe~t~ Manchu, 
which details the political conSC1ous-ra1S1ng of a 
Guatemalan woman who becomes a feminist and Marxist, 
renouncing marriage and motherhood in the process. The 
book is theoretically designed by the curriculum planners 
to have students come to grips with issues of racism, 
sexism, imperialism and capitalist exploitation. 

What is happening at Stanford, Notre Dame and 
Georgetown is part of a general corrosion of the idea of 
the university as a seat of reason, a repository of 
received wisdom and a bastion of free inquiry and speech. 
Instead custodians of the academy are unleashing forces 
that insist on conformity and orthodoxy in the name of a 
radical egalitarianism. it is as if we no longer believe 
in the emancipating qualities of a liberal education and 
want instead to achieve expedient political ends by 
abandoning liberal principles. It is no longer 
considered chic in many academic settings to make moral 
choices, to proclaim the truth of an idea, or to ass{gn 
any hierarchy to values and cultures. We are restrained 
from asserting that one idea is paramount over another, 
or indeed that one culture is superior to another. 
DeTocqueville wrote that just such anarchy has a tendency 
to ~r~duce tyranny. On today's typical college campus, 
pol1t1cal correctness carries all the appearance of a 
tyranny. "The fundamental premises of liberal education 
are under challenge," says the president of Bard College. 
Professor Ali Al' Amin Mazrui of New York state University 
adds an ominous note: "The decline of Western 
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c i vilization might well be at hand. It i s in the 
interest of humanity tha t such a decline should take 
p l ace." 

What has brought us to t his juncture and what feeds 
the silent cancer that threatens the traditional values 
undergirding the university? Clearly the question is 
beset wi th complexities and with controversies. No easy 
answers are poss ible. But i n a citadel of ide as, ideas 
are the very place to start searching for answers because 
they, after all, do have consequences. 

A good detect ive ight start by sniffling through 
the world of literary criticism. There, among the post 
modernists, the structural i sts, the post-structuralists, 
the reader-response theorists and the semiotics centers, 
a telltale trail leads to a strange place called 
deconstruction. certainly no theory has caused so much 
turmoil in academic life in recent times. Although 
d i fficult to define and arcanely slippery to handle, it 
has emerged as the do . ant mode of literary criticism 
today. Its influence is such that it has spread virus
like into the study of other humanities and f rom there 
into such fields a s la and architecture. It has gained 
an astonishing foothold as a lever of institutional 
power. More to t he point, Newsweek magaz i ne has flatly 
asserted that "intellectually, political correctness is 
informed by deconstruction." 

Someone once joked that deconstruction can be 
defined as an e laboration on Gertrude stein's wry 
observation about OaJcland: "There's no there there." 
Although not many in or out of academe seem to have a 
f i rm idea of what deconstruction means, one tenant is 
that words can have no fixed meaning. The theory holds 
that when a work is careful ly examined, it is found to 
contain contradictions that result in its self-
destruction. -

To put deconstruction in an American historical 
context, one must recall t h e so-called New critics -
T.S. Eliot, Robert Pe nn Warren, John Crowe Ransom and 
Cleanth Brooks -- who upheld a standard of literary 
judgment based on the t e xt i tself. 

Deconstructi on reacted against the New critics. 
It's the critic, not t h e text, which counts, the 
fledgling discip l es of decons truction argued. One of 
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them, Frank Lentricchia, has written: liThe text is a 
dead entity up until the point that human mind interacts 
with it. If the human mind does not interact with it, 
Shakespeare is dead and gone forever." 

The theory itself is a French import, the brainchild 
of one Jacques Derrida, an Algerian-born French 
philosopher who is remembered as something of a playful 
punster. Although his theory enjoyed a fleeting 
popularity in Paris in the Sixties, it was not accorded 
serious attention until it reached the united States and 
took up residence in the departments of comparati ve 
literature and French at Yale university under the 
patronage of the late Paul de Man. Even bitter enemies 
of De Man concede his brilliance and the usefulness of 
some of his methods. But it's unlikely that 
deconstruction would have achieved force as a theory of 
literary criticism had it not found the topsy-turvy world 
of American intellectual life as its seedbed. No less an 
authority than Derrida himself once said: "Were I not so 
frequently associated with this adVentures of 
deconstruction, I would risk, with a smile, the following 
hypothesis: 'America is deconstruction.'" 

Deconstructionists claim theirs is the most rigorous 
method of textual analysis ever devised. It calls 
everything into question. Its aim is to expose, to 
debunk, to dismangle, to demystify -- in a word, to 
deconstruct. Tearing texts apart is part and parcel with 
the larger agenda. Allan Bloom has written that 
"deconstructionism is the last, predictable stage in the 
suppression of reason and the denial of the possibility 
of truth in the name of philosophy." J. Hillis Miller, 
a Yale deconstructionist, is open in declaring his intent 
"to demolish beyond hope of repair the engine of 
metaphysics. II 

A favorite target of the deconstructionist is the 
very idea of great books. Someone like stanley Fish, 
chairman of the English Department at Duke, a hotbed of 
deconstruction, is openly contemptuous of the idea that 
anything constitutes a "great book." Fish has written 
that "no longer is the critic the humble servant of texts 
whose glories exist independently of anything he might 
d o; it is what he does ... that brings texts into being 
and makes them available for analysis and appreciation." 
~ e deconstructionist believes the meaning of words 

stantly shifts. Thus, to elevate one meaning at the 
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expense o f o t h e r s , to call s omething a classic,' to uphold 
a h ierarchy of values is to be guilty of fasclsm. ,There 
are no truths, only rival interpretations. They brlng to 
mind the moment in orwell' s 1984 when the torturers of 
Winston Smith force him to acknowledge that their four 
raised fingers number five. 

It comes as no surprise to lea rn that 
deconstructionists view literary criticism as a weapon to 
be used on behalf of groups perceived as historical 
victims. The f inist, for example, propounds the 
deconstruct ion of gender -- or, as the deconstructionist 
would put it , a counterhegemonic inversion of the male
female paradiqc. A recent Modern Language Association 
paper, to take one instance, was titled: "Women's 
Responses to Shakespeare Today: Gender, Race and 
Colonialism." It is curious, though, how 
deconstructioni sts seem to exempt from their rigorous 
methodology writers s uch as Marx or Malcolm X or any 
works by a feminist. 

Their not ions do form the driving force behind the 
controversial Critical Legal studies movement to the 
Harvard Law School . Law is conceived as an ins trument of 
the ruling class. The aim is to deconstruct the old 
social order and transfer power to the powerless. To 
the deconstructionist, the precise nature of the law is 
"indeterminate." Thus, no judicial result i s more 
legally correct than any other. 

Professor Lentrichhia teaches a course at Duke 
titled "Paranoia , Politics and Other Pleasures." He has 
students study Mario Puzo and the Godfather movies to 
demonstrate t h a t organized crime is "a metaphor for 
American bus i ness as usual." This ideological tack is 
nonetheless lightened by an occasional flash of humor. 
One English professor , for instance, defends Michael 
Milken as a "deconstructive financier." -

In architecture, the aim of the school of 
deconstruction is to emphasize the inherent flaws in a 
building's design and to disrupt the underlying symmetry. 
The result, as shown in a 1988 show at the New York 
Museum of Modern Art, is "distorted structures, tilting 
columns and skewed angles." One critic called the effect 
"the deliberate perpetrati on of ugl i ness." 
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Nothing in the curriculum seems to escape the 
deconstructionist's meat axe. An Atlanta scholarly 
conference was treated to a monograph enti tIed 
"Deconstruction and the Parables of Jesus." A Modern 
Language Association recently heard twin papers titled: 
"Clitoral Imagery and Masturbation in Emily Dickinson" 
and "Desublimating the Male Sublime: Autoerotics, Anal 
Erotics, and Corporeal Violence in Melville and William 
Burroughs." 

Over and over the deconstructionists hammer away at 
the fundamental cultural assumptions on which Western 
civilization is based. No inherent difference exists in 
their eyes between a novel by Dickens, say, or an episode 
from "Cagney & Lacy" since either serves the literary 
critic as a text to tear apart. Shakespeare would not be 
intrinsically superior to a novel by Louis L'Amour. 

It is noteworthy that Derrida appeared on the u.s. 
literary scene at the precise moment that the nation's 
young intellectual class was being radicalized by the 
Vietnam war. Young graduate stUdents and assistant 
professors, their rebellion against authority in full 
flower, were intoxicated with a theory that could wreck 
the established order of the humanities. Thus, 
deconstruction quickly went "from an anti-establishment 
insurgency to an entrenched institutional power." 

David Lehman, a critic of deconstruction, recalled 
what two job-seekers told him at a Modern Language 
Association convention: "If you want to make it in the 
criticism racket, you have to be a deconstructionist or 
a Marxist or a feminist. . To be a white male in 
academia today is like being a leper in the Middle Ages. " 

with the deconstructionist bulldozing a wide swath 
t hrough once-hallowed ground of Western culture, burying 
notions of objective reality and accepted standards of 
goodness, beauty and truth the centurions of political 
correctness march behind, staking out their new 
i deological turf. 

It is little wonder, then, that students caught in 
this maelstrom frequently raise the question, "What, 
after all, is so special about the West? Why, in a 
shr inking world that demands greater understanding of 

y cultures, should Western Civilization form the core 
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of the curr i c ulum? It i s a crucial question that rests 
at the heart of the polit i cal correctness debate. 

Why the West? The first and most obvious reason is 
that Western c ivilization i s the water and we are the 
fish as William Bennett once put it. It is ours. The 
way ~e choose t o live politically, socially, religiously 
and legally has been shaped by centuries of Western 
thought and t radition . In order to know our story, we 
must know the story of our culture. In order to know 
even the story of other cultures, we must first know our 
own for only through such knowledge can we adequately 
measure and e valuate the worth of other ways of life 
against ours . 

Unfortunately, a survey funded by the National 
Endowment fo r the Humanities found in 1988-89 that it was 
possible to graduate from 78% of the nation's colleges 
and universities without ever taking a course in the 
history o f Western civilization. Thus, what frequently 
happens is that students are required to take courses in 
other cultures, encouraged by their schools' headlong 
emphas i s on diversity and multiculturalism, without ever 
knowing about their own. Dartmouth, for example, is one 
of the many schools which require a non-Western course 
for graduation but none about the West. 

What a story they are missing. It is the saga of 
those ideas which we as a people have until this 
generat ion accepted as our legacy and which are the envy 
of most of the world: the dignity of man, the rule of 
law, the s a nctity of human rights, the inviolability of 
consci ence , the sacredness of property. From the 
heritage embodied in these principles has evolved the 
tradi t i on of representative constitutional government and 
democratic capitalism. 

Make no mistake about it, in these matters we are 
the envy of the world . We heirs of the tradition may be 
philosophically paralyzed from concluding that one system 
possesses greater inherent worth than another, but the 
rest of the world is not so hamstrung as it e nviously 
eyes the West's inheritance. 

Moreover, the legacy of Western thought has 
bequeathed to us tools for examining the great questions 
of life questions, by the way, which probe for 
universals and transcend issues o f the here and n ow, such 
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as race, gender and class. The great books of the 
Western world -- our canon, if you will -- pose these 
grand questions. They invite self-examination in ways 
unparalleled in world history. Consider for a moment 
Paris, which has long held pretensions about its 
centrali ty to western civilization. Its intellectual 
motherhood has given birth to thinkers, artists, 
firebrands and eccentrics as diverse as Abelard, 
Robespierre, Currie, Ignatius of Loyola, Condorcet, 
Voltaire, Aquinas, Sartre, Wilde, Picasso, Ho Chi Minh, 
Joyce and, lest we forget, Khomeini. 

Enumerating these attributes is not, as some would 
charge, an exercise in provincialism or xenophobia. One 
is not saying (a) that other cultures should not able be 
studied or (b) that our own has not produced its share of 
colossal failures and flaws. Nonetheless, the study of 
other cultures can never compensate for a lack of 
thorough familiarity with one's own. western 
civilization, in point of fact, has been uniquely open to 
other cultures and has historically looked outward for 
ideas and growth. Compare this openness to the closed 
and rigid nature of, say, Islamic society or the 
totalitarian nature of a Marxist regime or the barbaric 
nature of the bush and jungle. 

We study Western civilization to learn how we can 
rise above ourselves. A liberal education is intended to 
liberate, not indoctrinate. However, this very 
possibility is rejected by the deconstructionists and 
their politically correct allies who presume humans to be 
the immutable products of their race, gender, class and 
sexual orientation. Yet, as Dinesh D'Souza asks in his 
stimulating volume, I11iberal Education, if "education 
cannot separate truth from falsehood, beauty from 
vulgarity, and right from wrong, then what can it teach 
us worth knowing?" It can and does these things of 
course, if we but let it. ' 

Denham Sutcliffe, beloved English professor at 
~enyon.coll7ge, saw the gathering storm two decades ago 
l.n a Wl.se l~ttle volume of essays titled "What Shall We 
Defen~?" In it he ad,vised that "the history, philosophy 
and ll.terature of fl.rst concern to us is that of the 
western w~r~d, because that embodies the religious, 
m~ral, poll.tl.cal and aesthetic i deals by which we try to 
l~ve and ~ut of, which we must shape new ones. The study 
of Buddhl.sm l.S not an equivalent or an obvious 
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alternative to the study of Judaism and Christianity: 
Paradise Lost is intrinsically more important to us than 
the Bhagaved Gita ; the history of Greece and of England 
concerns us more than the history of China. 1t 

Far from be ing the wh i te male oppressors whose study 
promotes Eurocentr i , narrowness and elitism, the 
authors of the Western classics can, if studied properly, 
address those very contemporary issues of race, sex and 
ethnic difference abo t hich they are supposedly not 
equipped to speak. 

To take ass pling, consider how Milton's 
Paradise Lost co nfronts the issue of ultimat.e moral 
moment, the war be een good and evil. Or how Plato's 
Gorqias confronts e i ssue of beauty being only in the 
eye of the beholder. Or how Joseph Conrad's Heart of 
Darkness scrut inizes the evils of imperialism. Or how 
Huck Finn sees s a very and racism as an a[ (ront to 
humanity in the c haracter of Jim. Or how Shakespeare's 
Shylock offers one of the most moving indictments of 
prejudice known to literature. Or how Othello embodies 
society's struggle to accommodate the alien. Or how the 
Orestia, through the tragedies of Agememmon and Orestes, 
tells the time less lesson of the polis creating a 
necessary framework for justice to be satisfied. Or how 
Milton's Aeropaqit ica offers the immutable apologia for 
unfettered speech. 

To dismiss these works, or to downgrade their 
significance, or to insist on balancing them with lesser 
texts, is to inflict on future generations t.he very 
narrowness the books are accused of promoting. The 
resulting tragedy would constitute the final, awful price 
of being politically correct . 

POSTSCRIPT 

itA Univers ity training is the great ordinary means 
-t;:o a great but ordinary end; it aims at raising the 
1ntellectual tone of society, at cultivating the public 
mind, at purifying the national taste, at supplying true 
principles to popular enthusiasm and fixed aims to 
popular aspiration, at giving enlargement and sObriety to 
the ideas of the age, at facilitating the exercise of 
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political power, at refining the intercourse of private 
life. 

"It is a place where inquiry is pushed forward, and 
discoveries verified and perfected, and rashness rendered 
innocuous, and error exposed, by the collision of mind 
with mind, and knowledge with knowledge." 

The Idea of a University 

John Henry Newman, 1852 
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SCOTCH AND WHAT? 

ember 11, 1991 Richard s. Hait 

The title of this paper is "scotch and what?"--or __ 
..!!1!Y they may run out of water". 

"What's that little son of a bitch looking for, a 
' ck i n the head?" 

They were talking about Joe Mondragon, the lead 
aracter in a recent volume about water and water rights 

t he west. Called the Milagro Beanfield War, by John 


